Introduction
The importance of the journey accompanied the architect Fernando Távora from the very beginning of his architectural training and continued as an element in the development of a method for the evolution and progress of his own cultural growth and advancement of his research towards the end of his life.
The journeys undertaken were various: a few trips to Spain, to Italy, a trip around Europe in 1949 following trips on the occasion of the CIAM. His formative years concluded with a trip around the world, thanks to the subsidization of a scholarship from the Gulbenkian Foundation in Lisbon, allowing him, over a period of four months in 1960, to visit countries including the United States, Mexico, Japan (where he participated in the World Design Conference in Tokyo), Thailand, Pakistan, Lebanon, Egypt and, finally, Greece. During this trip around the world he would write a voluminous diary of reflections and drawings.
During this trip, that he would always consider as the most significant of his life, and by far the most fundamental of his training experiences, Távora witnessed the architecture of Frank Lloyd Wright and the American architecture of Mies Van der Rohe; he observed and noted the character of the city and the various ways of life of other cultures; in America, he would go in search of new methodological meanings on teaching and the workings of regional authorities. He systematically located and sent books and materials on to his employees in Porto.
"This is a special trip. It's something of my vision of travel in general (...) but in fact I have been on many trips, both before and after this. But clearly this has influenced me mostly, I had never been on such a well organized trip."
3 However, during the years of his maturity and an inner peace that followed his trip around the world, Távora continued to use the trip overseas as a praxis in the essential experience for learning, and as a complement to the more general process of cultural development, which is constructed through study, teaching and professional activities. The journey for him became a consistent approach to continuous cultural and emotional renewal, towards the complete formation of both man and architect.
It was crucial, for the poetic side of his character, not to close one's eyes to the reality of the world, not to become isolated, not to sever relations to the outside world. Such attitudes attempted to maintain some order of balance, although well aware of how difficult it is to let time take its course, not barricade oneself behind walls of self-reference, not hindering those influences from the outside which bring about changes in the culture one experiences.
The unique added value that the journey represents for Távora was born from such a notion. The trip is the only, irreplaceable, way to build a living relationship, not only mentally but physically, direct, intelligent but without the subjection of interpretation, with knowledge, a search for a non-specialist knowledge of places and people, considered essential for the discipline of planning according to one of the basic principles of his philosophy: "first live, then design".
For the preparation of material on the occasion of the publication on Távora, I had the opportunity to work in the archive of Távora who had chosen me as a privileged "listener" of his travel diary, which he read over various months during my stay at his studio in Porto, page after page. I had the foresight to record his voice while reading the text as well as his comments and, suddenly, his trip was transformed from not only writing, but sound too, a sound that wavered depending on Távora's physical and emotional state. There are pages in which his voice is lively and animated, describing the experiences transcribed with a playful enthusiasm; there are other pages in which the weariness of old age does not allow him to maintain the same pace in his reading and the memories were not as easily recalled. Yet in all those memories there is a desire to relive the journey and transmit its importance, always with great force.
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Chronology of the Archive of the Gulbenkian Journey
The call for the "Study Scholarship -Higher Technical Secondary Education: Science, Literature and Art", subsequently awarded to Távora, was made by the Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation on March 19, 1959 , and published in the newspaper "O primeiro de Janeiro" on the same day. 5 The Call Announcement for the award of the scholarship abroad stated in its "Regulations" the conditions to which the scholar must adhere. 6 Távora applied for the scholarship on April 27, 1959, as demonstrated within a Gulbenkian Foundation document entitled "Bolsas de Estudo no Estrangeiro -Boletim de inscrição" indicating the objectives of his trip and the universities that he intended to visit. by a Foundation fellow in such an international event would bestow importance and prestige upon the organisation.
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The journey thus took on a far greater scale and began to be seen as a trip around the world.
Travel as an Experience of Architecture
The above subheading can be analyzed by breaking it down into three component parts and analyzing the three words that make up its sense.
TRAVEL: Various ideas of travel exist. There is an idea of travel that goes beyond the space and time actually travelled with the intention of locating something that seems to have been lost or unjustly removed along the way. The territory to be explored along such a pathway is that of consciousness, individual if we consider the artist as an individual, collective if we consider a wider audience. The work of art is the same subject that travels, a stranger to the place being visited. It is the romantic traveller, who is not seeking a "cultural pilgrimage", who does not proceed by analyzing the landscape or comparing it according to a timely verification with the ancient text. No pleasure is found in the recognition or non-recognition of the distance from it: the objective of the journey is the perpetration of an individual dream where the imagination takes the place of reality. 12 "Where are you going?" asks the Novalis novel Heinrich von Ofterdingen, "Always towards HOME" is the answer. A notion of travel exists as the ETERNAL RETURN, which brings with it a constant sense of tragedy. The journey is thus experienced as the tragedy of return, like that of Aeneas and Dido, or of contemporary culture with its inexorable loss of the centre. It is an endless journey that inevitably leads to the fear of return, which results in delaying, for as long as possible, the moment in which you must return home and mature an awareness that everything will have changed. It is the great dilemma that accompanies ULYSSES throughout his journey. At the base of these two concepts the ancient question is expressed as to whether a life journey can be understood in the classical sense of remaining true to yourself, or whether it can be considered as a continuing sign of the impossibility of stemming the continuous mutation of the self, the loss of a centre, of identity, (Milan, Lotus, no. 68, 1991), 73. the danger and the desire to become another. THIS IS CIRCULAR TRAVEL as opposed to LINEAR TRAVEL. "The traveller flows ever onward, he does not carry himself, his entire self in his progress, but each time annihilates his entire previous identity and throws it away." 13 During the journey, a foreigner among foreigners, we learn at the great school of humility, which teaches the limits of our mental schemes and forces the destruction of the tools with which we have built the paraphernalia for continuous daily recitation. You learn the great sense of BEING NO-ONE.
Experience
When considering the notion of the journey, our thoughts somehow wander towards the sea and its epic stories. Those who learn to travel by sea learn to break free from the obsession of having to re-confirm their identity. When someone narrates the story of their journey, they also depict something of the life world to which they belong. 14 There are two ways of relating to travel, or of relating to his travels, in terms of the experience of Távora. "Listen", to his travels, listen to him talk of travel or physically share with him the experience of the journey. Távora taught Theory of Architecture for many years at the Faculty of Porto, and one of the constants of his lectures was recounting to his students what he had seen during his travels, adopting in his stories not a chronological sequence but a mixture of memories ordered according to the teaching needs of the moment. Excavations in Athens were thus approached by referring to his visit to ruins in Italy, or the experience of European landscapes complemented with a description of the spoken nature of Wright's Taliesin. His stories often continued beyond the classroom, recounting tales across the desks of his atelier to his staff, or during trips with friends. I noted from the interviews that there are many memories of his colleagues and old students associated with Távora's travels. In these cases, where experience is transmitted through a "story", those who "listen" use their imagination as a learning tool, while the teller uses MEMORY. The concept of memory comes from ANAMNESIS meaning REMINISCENCE. It is an active function that begins with a multitude of sensations and develops towards a UNITY, understood through thought. Bringing images to mind comes from a tradition with a psychological connotation that defines memory as IMAGINATION with the connotation of TIME. Anamnesis literally means to bring images to mind.
The MEMORY (Mnéme) is, on the contrary, a passive function, the storing of the sensation experienced in the present, physically recording the sensation. Anamnesis is therefore to revive this sensation following the interval of a period of time. It refers, therefore, to the Platonic idea that LEARNING is REMEMBERING, the process of KNOWING does not come only from the experience, but from remembering the experience.
Aldo Rossi in his "scientific autobiography" noted that he had begun writing the first notes of his autobiography 10 years ago; for fear that should he write them too late, they may have already been transformed into memories. There is a fear of the excessive reworking of events. Távora wrote his diary every day, noting every event with a journalistic wealth, every issue, every name, with a self-discipline that seemed not to want to leave space to time for revision. Távora feared the "distant memory", and wanted an ordering of the data available in order to make it simpler and the task of transmission more objective. It should not be overlooked that the objective of the Távora diary was a final report that the Gulbenkian Foundation required as a condition of the scholarship. 15 This therefore represented a special journey, conditioned by the task to be accomplished. However, the amount of data and events recalled are so great that he would never write a final summary report of his experiences, instead finding excuses in abundance for the postponing of his final work for the Gulbenkian despite their constant reminders. 16 He instead 15 Point 1 of paragraph III of the Regulations required the Fellow to document, through the drafting of a report, the activities carried out during the period of study. This report would never be delivered. Japão -diário 1960, figure 8, 35-36. 16 On June 7, 1961, Távora received a letter from the Foundation soliciting the aforementioned final report which had still not been presented. It read: "Dearest Távora, we apologize, but for bureaucratic reasons we inform you that it would be extremely convenient that we resolve the issue to which your scholarship is bound... your report". (Ibid, Note 366, 203 ). An undated paper manuscript exists, addressed to a person whose links with the Gulbenkian Foundation are unclear, in which Távora apologizes for the delay and attempts to explain his reasons. It reads: "Sr. Dantas (?). Our mutual friend, Maestro Carlos Ramos, has urged me to deliver my travel report as soon as possible, and expressed his concerns for my not having yet done so. First of all, I would like to offer my apologies and then communicate that after numerous doubts, I think I have managed to identify a suitable scheme for my report and that at this moment I am developing the various points of such a scheme. The fact of not being an "easy" writer (or with easy writing) should be added to the difficulty of having to condense so many of the things seen and considered in these four months and, once again, the fact that the time of my absence has complicated my professional life to such an extent that today I am still suffering the consequences and I therefore do not have enough time to dedicate myself with all the intensity that the report would require. I can, however, assure you of two things: the first is that the report will be delivered; the second is that this report will not make me feel ashamed in front of the Foundation who so generously awarded me the scholarship". Ana Mesquita in her thesis reveals the existence in the Távora archive, before it was transferred to its present location at the Fundação Marques da Silva, of around forty A4 pages in which Távora attempts to structure his report, organized into chapters, and that while generally incomplete, they provide clues as to how a possible final report of the trip could have lived this particular journey with a strong sense of persuasion, possessing a sense of one's life in the present, the will to live the moment, every moment, not just those seen as privileged or exceptional. Every appointment, every means of transport, each address is gathered in his experience with the same desire to record the presence, perhaps for fear of losing them in a subsequent revision of memory.
III -Obligations of the
What is his attitude during his travels and how does he approach his journey? This question raises the legitimate issue of whether there exists a practice of the experience of travelling in architecture? What is the entire journey of gestures to be travelled? Through a reading of the pages of the diary there is a sense that an encoded protocol of those specific attitudes that may be assumed during the experience of travel is perhaps possible.
WATCH: meaning to direct one's gaze in order to see something and that implies a physical relationship with phenomenal reality. All the pictures of the trip are entitled to be part of the experience of Távora's scenario. His visual interest is directed indiscriminately to any element that is part of this new reality, from everyday objects, buildings and, especially, people. It is the first step of the learning process that Távora implements.
SEE: meaning to understand reality through one's eyes, a voluntary consequence of the first gesture. To pose questions, favouring a more careful analysis, is already a next step operated by Távora. He almost always does so in the presence of elements that must be used for study, or for a subsequent transfer to students. He selects, from a crowded reality of signs, the beginnings of cognitive paths that will lead to the next step.
OBSERVE: from the Latin ob ("before") + servare ("to keep") = consider carefully. Universities, courses, architects, which are considered essential experiences, form part of this further selective step. Therefore, through writing, he would devote more time to these selected experiences, dedicating additional space to describing them in the written pages of the diary, in his hotel room, where each evening spent during his journey he would write up his daily report.
REPRESENT: meaning submit again. It is the privileged moment of the drawing. He produced a considerable amount of drawings from his travels. This suspended time was necessary for some of his experiences that could not only be left to the written word. An architect comes equipped with a formulary of signs, difficult to decode into phrases or words that belong to the field of literature. Architects are always ready to carry out the gesture of putting pencil to paper.
Architecture: Athens 9-12 June 1960
The last part of the Gulbenkian journey is dedicated to the city of Athens. It is the city from which he would catch the plane to go home on 12 June 1960. This is the conclusion; it is a time of rest and a time to recognize in Greek culture similarities in behaviour and customs. It is a prelude to feeling at home; it is the recognition of the common Mediterranean roots to which Portugal, although geographically in the Atlantic, belongs. In one of the pages looked. Being a rough draft, there are various modifications and revisions of perspectives with respect to the notes written within the Diary. of the diary, specifically Thursday June 9, Távora, after visiting the Agora, is encouraged by recognizing similarities between some aspects of Athenian culture (a restaurant, people, etc.) and Portuguese culture. It is as if he recognized a thread common to the whole of the Mediterranean and its Lusitanian people, a musical language that finally allows him to breathe a sigh of relief and feel at home after five months of wandering.
Conversing and Strolling
In Athens he recognizes, with consoling relief, the unavoidable necessity to devote the necessary space to time; it is here that he recognizes the quality of Mediterranean culture in terms of "conversation", free from utility or the pragmatism of an objective. He visits the Stoa of Attalos and appreciates its restoration, carried out with criteria and without the intention of making old something which is not. He focuses on the evident social aspect of such spaces, which allowed citizens to walk and talk and learn to converse, sheltered from the sun and the rain. Such considerations were further heightened in the context of his previous experience in the USA where the time to walk and talk or talk and walk did not exist and where, rather, the practical purpose, utility and focus on business rendered discussion supercilious and selfabsorbed.
Growth of Experience/Accumulation of Experience
He recognises Greek culture as capable of reaching the highest point prior to perfection, through the repeated, stubborn will to improve technique, in terms of the relationship with place, yet making small changes in form to a single theme, thus accompanying them in a straight line through the experience of architecture. He religiously follows the entire pathway leading to the Panatenee, studying the site in terms of its views, slopes and relationships, right up towards the Thiseon. He recognizes the same evolutionary path between the Thiseon and the Parthenon as exists in the relationship between the 1st and 2nd Lake Shore phases of Mies. Távora describes a "growth of experience" which is nowadays often restricted by the obligatory compliance to technical programs, but mainly limited by the increasingly widespread notion that repetition is synonymous with low-level creativity. A growth of experience, according to Távora, leads to an accumulation of experience, i.e. the control and ever more perfect management of every phase and detail of the creative process, such as the process that took place in Greek culture in the production of ceramics and sacred spaces.
Great Greatness of the Past
Yet this experience for him, an educated man, is far from easy. The experience of beauty is seldom complete, but is deducible, perceptible in various fragments that exist in place. He recognizes such limits in the case of the Acropolis, where he says that, after going back and forth, he saw a lot yet understood very little, partly due to fact the relationship established with the ruins is not necessarily immediate and partly due to the greatness and beauty of some places not always being evident.
He then reiterates, repeats the program, revives, revises, elaborates, returns to places in the hope of generating new insights into this ancient eternal beauty. He returns to the Acropolis and Agora, reviews the Stoa, visits the museum, retraces spatial relations and historical reconstructions. He visits the Acropolis under the light of a full moon, which he says softens the landscape and sharpened thought. He concludes his visit to Athens by writing: 17 Along with the diary manuscript which Távora produced during the trip, two sketch pads exist of the places visited. The drawings are full of descriptions and directions and become a parallel testimony and of equal importance to the written narratives of the diary. Captions from these drawings are reported; in particular two referring to places visited in Athens, in order to better understand the experience of Távora in these places before his return to Portugal. It should be noted that this figure is within the temple; no light except that which comes from the door; coated with gold and ivory; with lateral galleries which increase in size (the locations where the columns of the gallery are placed and their basic diameter are still visible (sectional drawing of the temple with the statue); interestingly, the Parthenon had two scales: a large external sculpture, located on the highest point of the Acropolis to crown the sacred peak, the other internal, within a room, with architectural space, sacred, closed, mysterious, organized with the intention of providing dignity and size to a figure; while the exterior has value in itself in terms of the landscape and of the other buildings, the interior is built for the statue. 
